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          Enterprise Time Recording Solutions Acroprint ETC
 

The Acroprint ETC helps you keep track of 
incoming mail, legal documents, freight bills and 
customer pick-ups, invoices and payments, or any 
other sensitive document. Without a doubt, the ETC 

          is the fastest, easiest, and most efficient 
way to keep up with all the “ins and outs” of your 
business.

The ETC will print as much (or as little) as 
you need. A wide variety of registration 
combinations are available from simple dating
to automatic time, date, and numbering. Fixed 
or removable die plates are also available to 
print custom information above and/or below 
the registration line. 

The ETC Stamps are designed to stand up 
to years of heavy, day-in, day-out usage. It's 
virtually trouble-free and maintenance free.
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Enterprise Time Recording Solutions Acroprint ETC

F E A T U R E S
 ►  Print is automatic when document is 
      inserted for one-handed operation.
      An optional push button is available 
      when manual alignment is required.

►  A silk ribbon automatically shifts and 
      reverses to produce ongoing clean,
      sharp print.

►  Impact resistance case with tamper-proof 
      lock. Optional “electric lockout” security 
      switch available, allowing access to 
      authorized personnel only.

►  Optional easy-to-read digital display 
      available and comes in standard (1-12) 
      hour displays with AM/PM and minutes 
      or continental (0-23) hours with minutes.

►  Adjustable trigger assembly positioning 
      allows 2” forward or backward print 
      registration area adjustment.

►  Optional fixed or adustable paper guides 
      provide a fixed edge for quick and accurate 
      left to right document positioning.

►  Optional repeat and advance numbering 
      allows you override the automatic numbering 
      advance allowing repeat numbering.

►  Variable stamping impact allows you to print 
      on 1-5 part multiple copy forms (depending 
      on form quality).

►  Metal type wheels provide crisp registrations. 
      All other internal parts are constructed of steel 
      to provide years of trouble free service.
 
 
 
 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
Dimensions: 7“H x 5“W x 10“D
Shipping Weight: 12 Lbs.
Power requirements: 110 VAC (220 VAC optional), 
60Hz (50 Hz optional)
Construction: Impact resistant case, tamper-proof lock, 
metal internal parts.
Language Wheels: English, (Spanish and French-optional)
Optional Digital Display: Green LED digital time display 
programmable to show 1-12 or 0-23 hour formats.
Customized Die Plates: Upper and lower die plates are
either fixed or removable. Standard or removable plates
may contain up to three lines of 20 characters each.
Fixed wide plates can hold 5 lines at 20 characters each.

SAMPLE REGISTRATIONS
  

 

  

 

 

 

LTT Imprint

Prints year (four digit), month (JAN-DEC), date (0-31),  AM/PM, 
hour (1-12),  (0-23 optional), and minute (00-59).

LTTZ Imprint

Prints the same format as the LTT, except time is printed in 
continental (0-23) hours and regular minutes.

LTD Imprint

Prints year (four digit), month, (JAN-DEC) and date (01-31). 
Type section must be manually set each day.

LTN Imprint

Prints a six digit number, advancing consecutively or 
duplicatively on each registration (Optional Repeat/Advance 
switch allows repeated registration of the same number).  
Five additional alphanumeric or code wheels may be 
furnished on the LTN.

LTTN Imprint
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